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2021 PENNSYLVANIA’S LITTER ACTION PLAN
Strategies for all Pennsylvanians to help in the fight against litter.

Pennsylvania Litter Research and Cost Study
KEY FINDINGS
•

502 million pieces of litter

•

37% comprised of cigarette butts

•

30% comprised of plastics with plastic film and beverage

TOTAL MEASURED COSTS
BY ACTIVITY CATEGORY

containers most prevalent
•

PENNDOT spends upwards of $13 million per year on
staff and resources to pick up litter along state-owned
roadways

•

Cities spent 68.5 million dollars managing litter and illegal
dumping

•

Research, Fact Sheets, Media Releases and Infographics
are available at: www.dep.pa.gov/litteringactionplan

•

Methodology for The Pennsylvania Litter Research Study
provided by Keep America Beautiful
“We now have data from the most comprehensive statewide litter research effort ever conducted in Pennsylvania,”
said DEP Sec. McDonnell, “DEP is committed to working with our partners to use it strategically to shift the state’s approach
to litter from cleanup to prevention, so that Pennsylvanians may gain community economic, and environmental
advantages they’re now sacrificing to litter cleanup.”
- February 4, 2020

PA Litter Action Plan 2021
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

How State Government Can Lead By Example

•

What the Pennsylvania General Assembly Can Do

•

What Local Governments Can Do

•

How Businesses Can Help

•

How We Can Fight Litter
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How State Government Can Lead By Example
State government expends significant resources each year to address litter throughout Pennsylvania.
This is time and resources that could be better spent addressing road improvements in Pennsylvania
or addressing other human health and environmental hazards. While state government cannot solve
Pennsylvania's litter program alone, it is critical that state government agencies work together to lead
by example and implement program and policies that help Pennsylvanians reduce litter.

• Assisting Local Government Partners
• Enhanced Understanding and Enforcement
of Litter Laws
• Waste Infrastructure Improvements
• Litter Education Campaign & Outreach
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What the Pennsylvania General Assembly Can Do
The Pennsylvania General Assembly has a critical role to play in helping to prevent littering in
Pennsylvania. While it is already illegal to litter, there are multiple current litter laws the legislature
should review and update to ensure prevention and enforcement. It’s also critical that the Pennsylvania
General Assembly identify dedicated funding mechanisms to help local communities in the fight against
litter. Without dedicated resources, many of the recommendations in this report will not be feasible.
The Pennsylvania General Assembly has a unique opportunity to lead by example and help to
end Pennsylvania littering problem.

• Litter Law Enhancements
• New Litter Laws
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What Local Governments Can Do
Many local governments carry the burden of litter pollution, including spending significant amounts of
money and time cleaning up littered and illegally dumped sites. While each community is different,
there are strategies that local governments throughout Pennsylvania have implemented that have
helped to address litter and illegal dumping. Through consideration of their communities’ specific
needs, development of local ordinances and zoning requirements and contracting waste and recycling
services, local leaders can provide their residents with the resources needed to prevent
mismanagement of waste.

• Review Local Ordinances and Zoning Requirements
• Public Waste Infrastructure Opportunities
• Waste Management Best Practices
• Partnering on Litter Education
• Creative Funding Mechanisms for Litter Prevention
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How Businesses Can Help
Pennsylvania businesses have a unique role to play in the fight against litter. By implementing litter
reduction best practices, ensuring responsible waste management at their establishments,
encouraging customers to help reduce littering, and ensuring their properties are litter free, businesses
can become a key partner in Pennsylvania’s litter prevention initiative.
• Litter Prevention Ideas
• Use Waste Infrastructure Best Practices
• Litter Education & Outreach to Customers
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How We Can Fight Litter
Pennsylvania’s litter problem harms all Pennsylvanians. Litter negatively impacts the health and
environment of our communities, brings down our property values, and drains government resources.
The message that needs to be delivered is that all Pennsylvanians can be a part of the solution to
littler. This can be as simple as making a conscious effort to reduce your use of commonly littered
items or safely picking up littered items as you walk past it on the street.
• Litter Prevention Best Practices
• Help to Cleanup Pennsylvania
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PA Litter Action Plan 2021
RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEP Resources
PennDOT Resources
Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful Resources
Keep America Beautiful Resources
Municipal Resources
Other Resources
Litter Law Summary
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Enforcement Data and Research
February 2021
April 2021
January 2022

Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful filed a Public Access Request to the Administrative Office of
Pennsylvania Courts (AOPC) for data related to litter and illegal dumping citations.
Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful received the data.
Keep Pennsylvania Beautiful and Palmetto Pride collaborated on an enforcement study and
contracted with CD Carson Consulting in effort to gain a better understanding of litter
enforcement in our respective states.

Research Study Components
Ticket and Fine Analysis


Review of existing data, including the number of cases, fines assessed, and disposition of tickets either through
payment or court action.



Analyze case and disposition data from 2016-2020 to determine trends.



Identify and correlate if any difference exists in adjudication and dismissal.



Compare fines and restitution across legal jurisdictions and years.

Officer and Judicial Interview Analysis


Interview officers with knowledge on the litter topic to gain additional insight into ticketing, fine rates, and impact
on litter condition.



Interview judicial officers, e.g., magistrates and prosecutors, to gather their perceptions about littering and illegal
dumping violations.



Analyze interviews and compare with quantitative results to better understand enforcement strengths or gaps.
***The following slides represent a sampling of preliminary data for Pennsylvania only. ****

Pennsylvania Data Limitations


Case data is limited to tickets filed under state statutes, so no data is included for local ordinances. Because
each local ordinance would need to be searched for on its own, doing a state-wide data request for this
information would be difficult.



The case data only includes public cases, which would not include those removed under the Clean Slate
program and possibly cases for juvenile defendants.



PA state statutes do not differentiate between litter and illegal dumping, so there isn’t a way to count how many
were dumping and how many were littering. These two types of activities may be treated differently by
enforcement officers and judges, however.



Although every effort was made to include a wide variety of enforcement partners in the survey portion, those
who did respond do not necessarily constitute the opinions of all officers, judges, or prosecutors in PA.

KEY FINDINGS FROM
PENNSYLVANIA
.
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Litter and Illegal Dumping Remain an Issue for the
Commonwealth.

Pennsylvania Cases Per the Years 2016-2020
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Confusion Exists Around Enforcement of Littering
and Illegal Dumping



A review of court data and interviews shows some confusing results from statues covering
“littering” and “Illegal Dumping” and the range of possible applications of multiple laws.



Policymakers often group the two when creating statutes, causing confusion and potential
problems for those issuing tickets and individuals charged with an offense, especially regarding
understanding the fine structure.



While these terms may be interchangeable in the statues, they are very different regarding
enforcement process.
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Of the 13 Pennsylvania Statutes, Four are Most
Frequently Cited
Pennsylvania Statutes Used by Percentage 2016-2020
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High Fines for Littering are Not Favored, and
Assessed Fines are Low

Pennsylvania Comparison Fines, Costs, and Restitution 2016-2020
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Community Service Penalties are Not Regularly
Imposed
Pennsylvania Comparison Penalty Data 2016-2020
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Community Service Penalties are Not Regularly
Imposed

Disposition of Community Service or Litter Removal 2016-2020
Statute

Community Service
Assigned

§18.6501.a1

14

§75.3709 a

6

§18.7506.a

2

§30.2503.a

1

§75.3709.b1

1
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Waste management infrastructure and services
differ in each jurisdiction, contributing to
intentional and unintentional littering.

Interviewed participants expressed frustration with
jurisdictional differences in waste management
practices and procedures.


Lack of consistent waste management practices
and services from one jurisdiction to another adds
a layer of confusion and a challenge to
enforcement.



Other issues raised include frequency of waste
services, insufficient or open-top containers,
design or type of collection vehicles, and littering
and illegal dumping during closed operations in
and around waste drop-off centers.

RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR PENNSYLVANIA
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Simplify Littering and Illegal Dumping Laws



Reduce the number of littering laws by creating a
common law for littering in the Commonwealth
and focusing on littering separate from illegal
dumping.



Eliminate the complexity of penalty language
included in most statutes to more specifically
assign a fine and/or community service.



Require offenders to attend a class, similar to
DUI violation or a defensive driving course, as an
innovative practice to address long-term
prevention.



Align littering and illegal dumping laws and
policies among all levels of government by
combining statutes and expanding authorized
users to those statutes.
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Streamline Littering Enforcement Process to Support Ease
of Ticketing, Fine Consistency, and Community Service
Infrastructure

 Implement a ticketing process similar to a
traffic ticket, with consistent fines and
community service penalties for violations.
 Use technology to gather data for littering and
illegal dumping offenses to support prevention
and compliance.
 Encourage local ordinances to align with
Pennsylvania statutes creating consistency
between state and local enforcement to
reduce confusion around definitions and fine
structure.
 Identify alternative supervision methods for
community service.
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Education, Public Awareness and Community
Engagement

 Develop and implement awareness
campaigns on littering and illegal
dumping, including the laws and
penalties and the impact of litter on the
community and environment —
neighborhoods, land, and waterways.
 Conduct training and education using a
systems approach for enforcement
officers and judicial representatives to
understand all aspects of dealing with
cases, from investigation to sentencing.
 Ensure all haulers, large and small, are
aware and understand laws related to
covered loads
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Improve Waste Management Policies and Practices to
Reduce Illegal Dumping and Littering

 Coordinate with waste management services to ensure policies and practices are not
causing unintentional or intentional littering and illegal dumping.

What are Next Steps Based on the Data?



Identify and Advocate for smart public
policy around litter and illegal dump
enforcement.



Develop training and education tools and
resources for community, enforcement and
judicial partners.



Facilitate local enforcement roundtables
throughout our Affiliate Network.



Develop a Best Practices Guide to
establishing a Community Service
Program.

